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I visited Hariksha Trust on Friday, 10th July. It is located a little beyond Senji at a place called 

Avalurpettai. Ravi of Hariksha Trust, received me at Keezhpennathur on the Senji - Thiruvannamalai road 

and took me to the school. The school building is a couple of Kms away from Avalurpettai and not next 

to any other buildings. This gives it a nice environment. They served me a wonderful lunch there. The 

building and the van look very new and good. So did the furniture they had in the classrooms. I hear that 

the funding for the new building was donated to them by the Indian division of Aban based in Chennai. 

On the whole Infrastructure-wise Hariksha Trust have a good base. 

Hariksha Trust also runs an Orphanage in Thiruvallamalai, Rianbow Children's home. This is supported by 

a French donor agency, Cravanche Sans Frontieres. They have had to borrow money from the Rainbow 

Children's Home funds to operate the school in Avalurpettai. 

The school and the trust are being run by Mr. Ravi and his wife Sujatha. Mrs. Sujatha has a background 

working as a therapist for special children under SSA. It is that work that convinced them about the need 

for starting this school. Under SSA, the children are admitted to the regular government schools. The 

therapist visits the school once every couple of weeks and trains the regular teachers in the school to 

take care of the training and therapy needs of these children. While in principle this sounds good, the 

government teachers, who are as it is overburdened and under-motivated, do not have any time to 

specially devote to these special-needs children. Therefore they decided to open a school just for the 

CP-MR children and transport them from the nearby villages to this school. 

They currently have 40+ children. They were maintaining meticulous records on each child. From the 

time the children are taken into school they do assessments every three months along with the parents. 

This is being maintained thoroughly. The MDPS assessment which measures the performance of the 

child on 18 skills with 20 parameters on each skill is itself very thorough. They also have a quarterly and 

monthly/weekly plan for the training of the child. 

The children were separated into 4 classes (two of them in one room). I first went to the two classes in 

the same room. Two teachers were each teaching about 10 children. The children were quite happy and 

also excited to see a new person. They were very happy to show me what they could do. Purushotaman 

could write his name. Sharmila could sing a rhyme … There achievements may be less than what would 

be normal for their age but it gave them a great sense of accomplishment. Once they saw that I was 

taking photos every one of them wanted their photo to be taken. They had a good set of teaching aids 

to use in their training. 

Then I went to the other classroom where children with better capabilities who could function 

somewhat normally were being educated. They were able to perform Maths, English etc, at a 2nd of 3rd 

std level. They once again were very keen to have their photos taken. It was nice to see the joy in their 



faces. Even Shanthi who couldn't walk and could barely sit erect was happy to be learning and elated to 

have her photo taken! Not one of them bemoaned their condition. 

Then I went to the third room. These were younger children and children who had the least capabilities. 

Many of them couldn't control their toilet functions, couldn't eat on their own etc. Along with two 

Ayahs, there were also a couple of parents. The school encourages parents to also come and those who 

can do. Parental involvement is always good in a school whether for normal or special children. I talked 

to one parent who felt that this school was serving a great need. She was still hoping her 7 year old son 

can become a normal functioning adult. 

Then the children were fed some chana dhal as snacks. Today the children were being kept late because 

another donor was also coming to visit them and was getting delayed. Otherwise half of the children 

would have left by 3:00 pm and the other half by 5:00 pm. 

Ravi and his wife Sujatha were the main moving forces behind the school. It was clearly a labour of love 

for them. While I always hold that it is better to work through the government infrastructure, in this 

case clearly this kind of a nice facility could have just not been provided for these children. One of their 

problems is to hire and retain good teachers. They are unable to hire physical or speech therapist who 

are trained to handle CP-MR children. However the French organisation supporting them, Cravanche 

Sans Frontieres, also brings in qualified therapists from France (from another NGO names ODM) once in 

a while to give their teachers training for a couple of days. They brought in qualified therapists from a 

French NGO, Also in the upcoming month they are bringing in people from another French NGO KDM to 

give pysico therapy training for the staffs and teachers. I was happy to see that the Ayahs have been 

there from inception and couple of the teachers have been with the organisation for a couple of years. 

Photos from this site visit can be found at the following link: 

https://picasaweb.google.com/chennai.asha/HarikshaVisitJuly2014?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCN2Q
o__UwoeS8QE&feat=directlink 
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